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Many foreign marketers are still trying to find ways
and means of breaking into the China market after the door
was opened in the late seventies. The purposes of this
research are to introduce various possible alternative
organizational set-ups and channels of advertising in
China, and to evaluate the pros and cons of each
alternative.
The research was exploratory in nature. A total of
fifteen professionals were separately interviewed in-depth
in their offices in Hong Kong, Guangzhou, Shanghai,
Beijing, and Tianjin. The respondents included top level
executives of the China divisions of international
advertising agencies, senior management of the four biggest
Chinese advertising corporations, and executives in charge
of the China advertising operation of multinational fast
moving consumer products companies.
This research revealed that the international
advertising agencies and the Chinese advertising
corporations love and hate each other. On the one hand,
they have to depend on each other in order to fulfill the
tasks assigned by their clients. On the other hand, they
are fiercely competing with each other while trying to
build up clients' confidence and trust.
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This research also pointed out that there is no
optimal organization set-up for foreign marketers with
regard to advertising arrangement in China. Distribution
of products, availability of foreign exchange, advertisers'
commitment to the China market, as well as advertisers'
corporate policies on advertising control are the most
essential factors determining the advertising arrangement.
The pace of development of the advertising industry
in China depends on the rate of marketers' development in
the market, which in turn depends on the political and
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The People's Republic of China underwent a very
disruptive period from 1966 to 1976- The Cultural
Revolution. Political disorder slowed down economic
development. In 1978, the Chinese Government decided to
rebuild the country from the disruption of the Cultural
Revolution. A basic policy decision was made by the
Chinese Communist Party to undertake major reforms to put
the country on the path of "Socialist Modernization".
In 1979, full diplomatic relations were established
with the United States of America and the activities
between the two countries in terms of cultural exchanges,
trading and technological transfer were increased. 1979 is
the year which marked a great step forward in China's
economic development- the year it reopened the door. A
number of coastal cities like Shanghai, Tianjin and
Guangzhou were opened for trading with other countries.
Joint venture developments were highly welcomed. Laws and
regulations governing foreign investment were gradually
established. Four special economic zones were established
to further encourage foreign investment. They were
Shenzhen, Zhuhai, Shantou and Xiamen.
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China had closed its door for a very long time.
Therefore, after it re-opened the door it attracted the
attention of companies from all over the world.
Multinationals just could not resist the temptation of
taking a share in a one billion population market. It was
reported by the Customs that China's imports and exports
totaled US dollars 827 billion in 1987, a 12% increase from
1986, of which the import sums 432 billion, a rise of 0.7%
over 1986.1
In the late 70's China Trade was still very much in
the stage of trading. However, in recent years it has come
to the era of marketing as the market has become more and
more competitive. Consumers in China are desperate for
import products and for information. Hence the role of
advertising is very important.
The Chinese Government clearly understood the role
and importance of advertising in raising national
aspirations and promoting production and consumption of
goods. Local advertising agencies were gradually
established. Cooperation with foreign advertising agencies
and professionals and the business volume of advertising
increased by 45%, 48% and 55% respectively
1Advertising Industry of China (International Advertising
Association, China Branch, 1988), P.23
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annually.2 At present in China, there are nearly 700
companies involved in various aspects of advertising. The
total turnover of advertising in China in 1987 was
estimated to be RMB1.112 billion, which was 0.102% of its
GNP.3 This amount is still small by international
standards. However, the growth rate is fast and
advertising expenditure in 1987 was a 32% increase over
1986. Advertising in China by foreign corporations
continues to be very small in absolute terms and as a
percentage of total advertising in China, but it is growing
very fast. In 1983 the amount of foreign advertising was
only RMB18.96 million. It reached RMB54.46 million in
1986, which was 31.9 times higher than that 1983.4
In June 1987, China hosted its first international
advertising congress- the Third World Advertising Congress
- in Beijing to introduce Chinese advertising and marketing
to the outside world and to adopt the latest foreign
advertising techniques in China and the Third World. The
fact that China was interested in hosting such an important
international advertising event and had their Prime
Minister, Zhao Ziyang, to make the opening speech denoted
the importance of advertising in the eyes of the Chinese
government.
2Advertising Industry of China (International Advertising




Advertising in China is still at a very early stage
of development. A lot of problems are occurring in this
industry. A lot of multinational marketers find it
important to manage advertising in China well. Not many
academic studies have been conducted in this area. In
1986, two lecturers of the Chinese University of Hong Kong
conducted research on Advertising in China: Looking Back
And Looking Forward. Their focus was on finding out the
attitudes of local business people towards advertising in
China.
Taking a different angle, this report aims at
understanding the current practice-of advertising
arrangement in China from three different parties-
multinational marketers, international advertising agencies
based in Hong Kong and Chinese advertising corporations-
to provide guidelines to foreign advertisers.
In order to focus the effort of study, a particular
product category was chosen. It is international fast
moving consumer products. In fact it is the product
category which attracts the highest degree of attention in
advertising in China.
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In this report, there is a section on literature
review outlining relevant studies on advertising in China.
It is followed by the section on research methodology. The
third section is on the summary and analyses of the study




This literature review is divided into three parts-
the first being the information adopted from other
literature about the history of. advertising in China. The
second part is a review of literature and previous studies
on the value and role of advertising in China. The last
section foucses on the development of advertising in China.
This study is aimed at knowing the present situation
of advertising in China and trying-to have an insight onto
its future development. It is interesting to know about
the past- the history of advertising in China- so that we
can know more about the development stages and have a
better understanding on the influencing factors. The
book, Advertising and Marketing in China- Past, Present
and Future published by the China Letter Ltd in 1985 has a
very good description of this subject.
There is no doubt about the value of advertising in
developed capitalist societies. However, as China is a
developing Socialist country, the value of advertising may
be different from that in capitalist countries. Hence a
study of this aspect is valuable before we study
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how to manage advertising in China. The book Advertising
and Socialism by Philip Hanson presents studies on
advertising in four Socialist countries - the Soviet Union,
Poland, Hungary and Yugoslavia. The study results act as a
good reference for studying advertising in the biggest
socialist country - China. The article " The Life of
Advertising Lies On Its Truthfulness which appeared in the
People's Daily on January 31, 1981 showed the value of
advertising in China.
An academic study was made on the attitudes of
businessmen in China towards the value of advertising. It
was conducted by Ho Suk-Ching and Sin Yat-Ming - two
lecturers of the Department of Marketing and international
Business in The Chinese University of Hong Kong in 1986.
The last part of the literature review is to review
the findings from two commercial studies on the development
of advertising in China. The one by The China Letter
Limited, was written in 1985 and the other, by Business
International, in 1987. These studies provided the
framework for our study.
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History of Advertising in Chinas
Modern advertising in China first appeared in
Shanghai in 1872 when British traders founded the Shen Bao
Newspaper which became the first Chinese newspaper to run
advertisements. However the Chinese merchants considered
advertising a waste of money and few of them placed
advertisements.
In 1893 American merchants published the Xin Wen Bao
newspaper and began to use it as their main advertising
medium. The popularity of this newspaper attracted the
Chinese merchants to place advertisements. Rapidly, the
practice began to spread.
Different media were set up in the subsequent years.
In 1911 two billboard design companies were-set up in
Shanghai. In 1928 the Americans established their own
commercial radio station in Shanghai and they accepted
advertisements. In the same year, the Portuguese
introduced Neon light to Shanghai.
bAdpoted from Advertising and Marketing in China- Past,
Present and Future (The China Letter, 1985), P.P.117-156
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Movie advertisements became very popular during the
age of silent films. Slide commercials appeared both
before the feature and during the intermission in Shanghai
cinemas. Direct mailing first appeared in Shanghai in
1925. With the development of different media, modern
advertising developed fast in China, but growth was mainly
confined to Shanghai and Guangzhou as these cities were
exposed to stronger foreign influence.
In Shanghai, the advertising industry became a very
prosperous one. By the 1930's seven advertising companies
were established. The most prestigious one was the China
Commercial Advertising Agency,, founded and run by C.P. Ling
who earned the title of Father of Modern Advertising in
China. C.P. Ling studied advertising in the United States
and came back to Shanghai in 1926 to establish the first
Chinese-owned agency in China. To start with, they had 5
clients and prepared copy for 18 products ten years later,
they had 97 clients and prepared copy for 181 products.
Most of their clients were foreign enterprises abroad or
local ventures of foreign companies. These included some
big names like Unilever, Cheseborough-Ponds, Gillette,
Heinz, Horlick's, General Foods and Parker Pens. That
started the era of advertising of international brands in
China. The early comers included Lux, Sunlight, Ponds,
Gillette, Johnnie Walker and Ford.
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The Japanese war with China that eventually became
part of World War II silenced the advertising industry.
However, the industry revived after 1945. In 1958 China
entered into a great political reform- the 'Great Leap
Forward. In August 1959, the Department of Commerce held
a commercial advertising conference in Shanghai. Delegates
were asked to define the role of advertising under
socialism. Being influenced very much by the extreme
leftists who were very powerful during that age, the
delegates passed a resolution stating that "socialist
commercial advertising should link commercial publicity
with political propaganda and must possess the character of
socialist ideology, policy, reality, culture and
nationalism". After that advertising in China was
distorted". It had acquired the reputation of being
politically suspect and "un-Chinese". With the start of
the Cultural Revolution in 1966, advertising virtually
disappeared from China. The Government declared that
advertising deceives people and is an evil that tells
lies." The Red Guards closed advertising agencies and tore
down billboards, neon signs and posters.
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When China entered another political reform in 1979,
followed the open door policy, advertising revived. In
January 1979, an editorial appeared in a party newspaper
labelling advertising as "a means of promoting trade,
earning foreign exchange, and opening the eyes of the
masses". In February the Shanghai Advertising Corporation
announced it was back in business. Very rapidly
advertisements followed in Guangzhou, Tianjin, and
Beijing. Advertising companies quickly followed and the
volume of business grew very fast. The development was
being pushed by the prospering foreign trade. More and
more international brands entered China in an export format
or in a joint venture product,. format.
Value of Advertising in China
In his book "Advertising and Socialism"6 Philip
Hanson surveyed the development of consumer advertising in
four socialist countries- the Soviet Union, Poland,
Hungary and Yugoslavia. He found out that advertising
expenditure in these countries was relatively small in
comparision with other European Countries. However, it was
growing fast. He also found out that the importance of
advertising was markedly higher in countries practising
forms of market socialism than in the countries with
detailed administrative planning.
6Philip Hanson, Advertising and Soicalism (London:
Macmillian, 1974)
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He concluded that commercial advertising is not
incompatible with socialism. In all the countries studied,
advertising was treated as a necessary and useful
technique, but the advertising services sectors were not
given any priority. In comparison with the western world,
the control of the advertising message was stricter. The
incentives to advertise in the Soviet Union were quite
different from those of the Western World. Advertising was
used to introduce unfamiliar new products and to clear
excess stocks of products where supply was tending to
exceed demand at existing prices.
As China is the biggest, socialist country and
probably the one with the most open economy, it is
interesting to compare the value of advertising in China
with the value in the other socialist countries.
In 1981, an article "The life of Advertising Lies on
Its Truthfulness"7 was published on The People's Daily
Newspaper in Beijing. This article was about the value of
advertising in China and how to make good use of
advertising. As the People's Daily was more or less a
newspaper of the Communist Party, what it covered
represented the thinking of senior government officials.
7"The Life of Advertising Lies on Its Truthfullness",
The People's Daily (The People' Republic of China),
31 January 1981, P.2
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This article stated that "Advertising had made good
contribution in bridging the gap between production and
consumption, expanding sales, stimulating production and
helping consumers to make better choices. Commercial
advertising is not separable from commodity economy. As
there is market and product production in a socialist
economy, there is a need of advertising to push the
products and develop competition. In the past, due to the
extreme left thinking, advertising was abandoned. However
in recent years, advertising became more important as
markets are more active under the planned market economy.
.........However it should be careful in not using
advertising to make false claims."
The article clearly asserted the value of advertising
and China's initiatives in using advertising were even
wider than in the other socialist countries as revealed in
the above-mentioned study. This was probably due to the
fact that China was more open economically.
In 1986, Ho Suk-Ching and Sin Yat-Ming conducted a
study on the attitudes of China Managers towards
advertising. They found that in general advertising was
fairly positively received by the respondents. Over 60% of
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them agreed that advertising could help to raise the
standard of living of the people and over 90% of the
managers believed that advertising could help economic
development. 90% of them disagreed with the statement
"advertising is a waste of economic resources."8 Here it
can be seen that both the China Government and the
enterprise managers had positive views on advertising.
Managing Advertising In China
As the value of advertising was asserted, it was
interesting to study how to manage advertising in China.
In recent years, two companies have made comprehensive
studies on this topic. They were The China Letter Ltd. and
Business International. Both believe that advertising in
China should have a good future, although a lot of problems
have to be solved. They also highlighted the different
options a foreign advertiser could have for placing their
advertising in China.
8Ho Suk-Ching, Sin Yat-Ming, "Advertising in China:
Looking Back And Looking Forward" (The Chinese Universit]
of Hong Kong: 1986)
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A lot of people doubt about the value of advertising
in socialist countries. However Philip Hanson in his book
Advertising and Socialism had asserted the value of
advertising. China is not an exception. The article The
Life of Advertising Lies on Its Truthfulness and the study
conducted by Ho Suk-Ching and Sin Yat-Ming both indicated
the acceptance of advertising in China. The development of
advertising in China had been hindered by political
considerations particularly in the period of the Great
Leap Forward. However, after China re-opened the door in
1979, advertising had been developing very fast.
As an industry grows fast, a lot of problems arose.
This study aims at outlining the problems of this
industry. Three parties have interlinking relationship in
advertising in China. They are the international
advertising agencies, the advetisers and the local
advertising corporations. The study will investigate the
relationship between these parties and how they see the
development of advertising in China. The study will also






The objectives of this research were, firstly, to
investigate the problems of the advertising industry in
China, secondly, to analyze the relationships between the
advertisers, the local advertising corporations, and the
international advertising agencies, thirdly, to find if
there was an 'optimal' organization set-up that the
advertisers could adopt to improve efficiency of the
advertising dollars, and lastly, to predict the future
development of the advertising industry in China.
This research was exploratory in nature and, coupled
with the fact that there were relatively few organizations
operating in the China advertising industry, in depth
interviews were seen as the most appropriate tool to
collect the most up to date first hand information.
Moreover, comments from experienced practitioners were
essential for the analysis process as well as for the
formulation of guidelines for advertisers who wish to
advertise in China.
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In order that a more complete and unbiased picture
of the actual situation could be revealed, this study has
covered three major levels of the advertising industry,
i.e. the advertisers, the international agencies' Hong Kong
offices, and the major advertising corporations in the
PRC. The media and production sides of the industry have
been deliberately left out because of their indirect
relationship with the advertisers, as well as their
relatively passive role in the industry.
In order that our interviewees could express their
experiences as freely as possible, while at the same time
these experiences could be compared, the interviews were
conducted in an unstructured manner on the topics specified
herebelow:
Advertisers
Four multinational consumer products marketers
actively operating in the PRC, Coca Cola Ltd., Gillette
Ltd., Nestle China Ltd., and Lever Brothers China Ltd.,
were selected. The person in charge of advertising in the
PRC was asked about the organization structure, the set-up
of the advertising operation in his company, and the
perceived strengths and weaknesses of the current set up.
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Secondly, each company's agency arrangement was
discussed and the roles of international agencies versus
local advertising corporations in PRC were evaluated.
Thirdly, the advertisers were taped on their views
comparing advertising in the PRC with that in Hong Kong.
The major problems and opportunities were explored.
Last but not least, the advertisers were asked to
give their predictions regarding the development of the
advertising industry in the PRC.
International agencies' Hong Kong offices
The China divisions of three international reputable
advertising agencies were selected. They were OM China,
Interpublic China, and JWT China. The person in charge of
the China operation was asked about the organization
structure and the set-up of his agency.
Secondly, the agencies' working relationships with
PRC advertising corporations and clients were explored.
The roles of each party were discussed, and the conflicts
amongst these parties were, examined.
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Thirdly, the interviewees were requested to
evaluated the local advertising corporations in terms of
their professionalism, efficiency and knowledge.
Fourthly, the interviewees were asked to identify the
problems and opportunities of advertising in the PRC, how
to overcome the problems and how an advertiser could take
advantage of the opportunities.
Finally, the interviewees were asked to predict the
future developments of the advertising industry.
Major advertising corporations in PR
The persons in charge of import advertising for the
four biggest advertising corporations, namely, Guangdong
Advertising Corporation, Shanghai Advertising Corporation,
Beijing Advertising Corporation, and Tianjin Advertising
Corporation were interviewed'in their offices in September
and October 1988.
The interviewees were asked about the services their
corporation were offering to their import advertising
clients, and the organization structure and set-up of the
corporations.
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Secondly, the corporations' working relationship
with the international agencies and advertisers were
discussed. The roles of each party were examined, and the
conflicts amongst the parties were analysed.
Thirdly, the interviewees were asked to express their
opinion on the legal aspects of advertising in the PRC,
the policies and regulations governing the industry and the
loopholes which could be exploited by advertisers.
Fourthly, the interviewees were asked to identify the
problems and the opportunities for advertisers in China.
Lastly, the interviewees were asked to predict the
future development of the advertising industry. They were
also probed to disclose their medium to long term corporate
strategy in view of the predicted changes.
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Analysis of Data
The data collected from the various interviews were
analysed, together with information from relevant literature,
in the following directions:
The advertising industry in China
The authors have summarised the common advertising
practices in China, the current situations of the advertising
industry in China, and presented the roles and structures of
various parties in the industry.
The three major parties of the Chinese advertising industry
In order that a complete picture could be revealed,
each of the three major parties, i.e. the multinational
advertisers, the international agencies, and the Chinese
advertising corporations, was analysed independently. The
problems encountered by each party were reviewed, and
solutions were suggested to solve the problems. The findings
were also used for cross level comparisons to identify the
similarities and differences.
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The relationships between the advertisers, the local
advertising corporations, and the international agencies
The working relationships between the parties were
examined to analyze their common objectives and conflicts.
The strengths and weaknesses of each party were compared.
Recommendations were then made to highlight how the
marketers could make the international agencies and the
local advertising corporations to work together for the
best interest of their clients.
The future development of the Chinese advertising industry
The authors have predicted the future development of
the Chinese advertising industry based on findings from the
interview, as well as conclusions of various literature on
the subject. Essential factors which would affect the
industry development were discussed.
Guidelines to international brand consumer products
aavertisers
The authors have generalised a set of guidelines for
international brand consumer products advertisers wishing
to enjoy a better return on their advertising investments.
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The fact that the interviewees, in particular the
Chinese advertising corporations, could only be contacted
in the cities where their offices were located (i.e.
Guangzhou, Shanghai, Tainjin, and Beijing respectively)
created certain technical difficulties to the field work of
this project. It took the authors more than two months to
complete all the interviews.
The selection criteria for the advertisers sample had
been planned in such a way that they must all be in fast
moving consumer products industry, they must own renowned
brands, they must be selling their renowned brands in
China, and they must be able to represent marketers at
various stage of development in China with different
management style.
The authors did not have a lot of choice on the
international agencies, for there were not many of them
operating actively in China. The authors had managed to




International advertising agencies, the local
advertising corporations in China and the multinational
advertisers are the three parties heavily involved in
advertising in China. Interviewing these people will get a




The Chief Executives of the China Division of three
international agencies were interviewed. They are Mr. Andy
Chu, former General Manager of Interpublic China Ltd., Mr.
Ronald Ling, Executive Director of J. Walter Thompson China
Ltd. and Mr. Tony Tse, General Manager of Ogilvy & Mather
China Ltd. Together with Dentsu, Young and Rubicam, they
are the four most active international agencies in China.
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They are handling a number of international clients in
China like Unilever, Nestle, General Foods, American
Express, S.C. Johnson, Ford, Coca-Cola and British American
Tobacco. The international fast moving consumer products
that they have advertised in China are many. They include
Nestle products, Lux Toilet Soap, Ponds' Skin Cream, Tang
Instant Orange Drink, Maxwell House Coffee, Coca-Cola,
Kodak Film and Impulse Body Spray.
History of development
All of the three agencies studied have quite long
histories in China. However they have all gone along
different development paths.
In 1979 McCann Erickson set up a division called
McCann China to serve clients who wanted to advertise in
China. As the number of clients grew, McCann Erickson
established a company which worked solely on China. McCann
formed a partnership with Jardines in 1984 the agency was
called Interpublic Jardines. McCann needed Jardines as a
partner because Jardines had long experience in handling
various business in China. Gradually McCann found that the
partnership with Jardines was not that smooth due to some
conflicts of interest. McCann bought back the shares from
Jardines in 1986 and changed the name of the agency to
Interpublic China.
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When China opened its doors to the West in 1977,
Ogilvy & Mather immediately started working in China. In
1979 the full China Division was formally established. In
1985 Ogilvy & Mather expanded its operations by forming a
separate company, Ogilvy & Mather (China) Ltd. They opened
a representative office in Beijing in 1986 and a second
office was opened in Shanghai in 1988. At the time of
interview, they were still working on the establishment of
a third office in Guangzhou. In order to help training up
the local advertising people, in 1988 they ran the first
National Advertising Agencies Management Training Programme
in conjunction with the China Advertising Association, the
China National Advertising Association and the China
National Advertising Association for Foreign Economic
Relations and Trade.
Apart from handling foreign advertising in China,
Ogilvy & Mather China also became involved in advertising
Chinese products overseas. Now they are handling the
advertising of four major Chinese Trading Corporations
overseas.
Just like the other two agencies, J. Walter Thompson
became involved in advertising in China in 1984. To start
with, it was a small scale operation. A separate division,
J. Walter Thompson China was formed in 1986.
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The set-up of Dentsu, Young and Rubicam China Division
was different from the other three mentioned. They started
their business by forming a joint venture with The Chinese
International Advertising Corporation in Beijing.
Agency set-up
All the China Divisions of the agencies are small.
The number of staff ranges from 15 to 25.
Interpublic China is fully detached from its Hong Kong
office. Not only does it have separate premises, but it
also has a separate team of people working for the China
market. It has a representative office in Beijing but it
seldom operates. The account executives and media people
travel frequently to various parts of China to handle
projects. JWT China also has its own team working just for
the China market. 0 M China has its own account
servicing team and media team but they share the creative
and production people with their Hong Kong office.
0 & M China is the only agency interviewed which has
functional offices in China. They have employed local
staff to man the offices. In addition, they also have a
business director travelling between Shanghai and Beijing
to head up the offices.
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All three agencies use local advertising corporations.
In terms of media placements, sometimes they deal with the
media directly but sometimes they place the media through
the local advertising corporations. The choice mainly
depends on the degree of sophistication of the media and
the local advertising corporations. The international
agencies use the local advertising corporations a lot to
handle promotions and trade conferences. This is due to
the limited size of the set-ups of the international
agencies. Besides, using local advertising corporations is
convenient for sorting out political issues with the media,
the trade and the government. There have been some cases
in which the joint venture offices of multinational
companies have handled promotions by themselves without
using local advertising corporations and they have ended up
being warned by the government for not properly clearing
procedures. For creative matters, international agencies
only use local advertising corporations occasionally for
the production of posters and promotional material. The
production of thematic advertising material is mainly done
by the international agencies themselves. This is because
of the poor creative and production standards in China.
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Problems encountered
The international agencies encounter a lot of problems
when they handle advertising in China. The problems come
from media, government, clients and local advertising
corporations.
In China, just like any other deveoped country, almost
all form of advertising media are available. They include
televisions, newspapers, magazines, radios, outdoor
billboards, cinemas and public transport advertising. It
is estimated that there are more than 1,000 newspapers,
3,000 periodicals and 250 radio stations which accept
advertising. There are one national network (China Central
Television) and over 100 local television stations in the
provinces and municipalities.9 Nearly all stations
accept advertising.
9Ogilvy Mather, Advertising in China P.5
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The number of media available is large, however, most
of the media in China are still very immature. Most of
them do not know how to manage advertising properly. Some
of them have an advertising rate cards system but they
offer different rates to different customers depending on
relationships with the customers and negotiations. The
discounts offered by different companies of the same media
category always differ from one another. This makes media
booking and planning very difficult. Some media offer ver,
limited space to foreign advertising, hence resulting in
long lead time and availability problems. In China there
is no research agency and advertising medium which can
provide good media expenditure data and readership or
audienceship profiles. Hence making media buying and
planning very difficult.
Although some advertising regulations have been
established, the control and coordination of advertising
activities by Government are still not enough. There is no
government body which censors advertising materials before
they are broadcast. The right of censorship lies on the
judgement of the media. This always leads to different
standards of judgement on advertising material and the
international agencies always have to rely on their
relationships with the media to sort out the problems.
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As foreign exchange availability is becoming more and
more difficult to finance the increase of imports, more
multinationals are establishing joint ventures in China to
develop the local markets. The setting up of joint
ventures allows multinationals to have a better presence in
China. Most of them like to skip dealing with
international agencies and place their advertising directly
with local media or through local advertising
corporations. The joint ventures believe that they have a
better understanding of the local media environment than
the international agencies, which in most cases do not have
enough personnel to station in the city to handle the
client's requests. Besides, by doing so, the
multinationals can save the commission to the advertising
agencies. Hence the international agencies are facing the
danger of losing business.
International agencies always have to deal with local
advertising corporations. Some of them are quite good but
some of them are not efficient and lack systems. Their
work demands a high degree of supervision from the
international agencies who also have to provide training tc
the local advertising people to help them to develop.
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Besides these problems caused by different parties,
international agencies are also facing the problem of high
overhead costs in covering such a geographically spread big
territory by a limited number of personnel.
Future development
To solve the problems outlined, the international
agencies see a direction of helping to train up local
advertising people and then ultimately establish a joint
venture agency in China. By doing this, not only can they
be in a better position to serve their clients,
particularly those which have joint ventures, but also to
be able to serve local clients.
However, with the problems of the DYR joint
venture,-0 the China Government is very cautious about
forming another advertising joint venture. The foreign
partner has to show its eagerness to train up the
advertising people in China and to bring foreign exchange
to its local partners.
1UIt is understood that the joint venture between
Dentsu Young and Rublicam and their Chinese Partner appears
not to be a smooth one as the Chinese partner blamed that




The four biggest Regional Advertising Corporations in
China, i.e. the Beijing Advertising Corporation, the
Shanghai Advertising Corporation, the Guangdong Advertising
Corporation, and the Tianjin Advertising Corporation, are
subsidiaries of the powerful MOFERT (Ministry of Foreign
Economic Relations and Trade). They report directly or
indirectly to the regional office of MOFERT. Although
there were more than one hundred "advertising agencies" in
China, the four local Advertising Corporations have
controlled the lion's share of the import advertisingll
billings. Although official statistics were available, it
was estimated that more than ninety percent of total import
advertising billings were channeled through the four
advertising corporations in 1987.
Background and structure of local advertising corporations
i). Beijing Advertising Corporation (BAC)
Persons interviewed: Mr Qin Chun,Deputy General
General Manager
Mr Zhang Ya Dong,Manager
Company Background: BAC was founded in 1979, right
11“Import advertising” is a term used in China
advertising industry for “foreign advertising”-
advertising in China by foreign clients or joint venture
clients.
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after China reopened her door to foreign investors.
In 1986, BAC reported billings of over RMB26 million
(i.e.USD7 million) of which over 60% were billings
from foreign advertisers. BAC has the most complete
structure amongst the four Advertising
Corporations. In addition to the personnel, finance
and administration departments, BAC has one export
advertising department, two import advertising
divisions, one domestic advertising division, one
media department with a mass media section and a
sales promotion and public relations section, a
market research department, a production department,
as well as a fashion model troupe. The goal of BAC
is "...to create the best advertising, and to provide
a comprehensive advertising service both at home and
abroad. Quality of service will certainly enjoy a
high international reputation", its operating
principle is "our top priorities are the client,
(corporate) credit, (and) service", and its
philosophy is "innovation, dedication, progress".
ii). Shanghai Advertising Corporation (SAC)
Persons interviewed: Mr Tang Bing-chuen,,Deputy
General Manager
Mr Xu Guo-liang, Manager
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Company Background: SAC is the first advertising
corporation of new China. It was founded in 1962,
and it was the only official organization allowed to
handle foreign trade advertising until late 1970's.
SAC is made up of an import advertising department,
an export advertising department, a market research
department, a development department which handled
advertising assignments of local clients, a creative
department (for domestic clients), a filming
department, an exhibition department, as well as a
printing factory. The business scope of SAC
included:
1. Providing a full advertising planning service at
home and abroad.
2. Handling market research and consultation for
domestic or*foreign clients.
3. Providing a public relations service at home and
abroad.
4. Creating and producing various kinds of
advertising films, video and print advertising
materials, etc.
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iii).Guangdong Advertising Corporation (GAC)
Persons interviewed: Mr Chen Chao-ren, Deputy
General Manager
Mr Li De-ying, Deputy Manager,
Import Advertising Department.
Company Background: GAC is probably the most dynamic
advertising corporation in China. Founded in 1979,
GAC consisted of an export advertising department, an
import advertising department, a domestic enterprises
advertising department, a market research department,
a creative and art department, a display centre of
foreign commodities, a printing factory and a media
department. In addition to all the above mentioned
operational departments, GAC also established an
import/export trading department handling trading of
'advertising material' such as camera, films, etc.,
as well as opened up branch offices in Hong Kong,
Shantou and Chaozhou.
iv). Tianjin Advertising Corporation (TAC)
Persons interviewed: Mr Cui Jing-liang, Deputy
Manager
Mr Li Song-qiao, Manager,
Import Advertising
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TAC is the smallest of the four advertising
corporations interviewed. It has less than 100 staff
and offers relatively primitive services when
compared with the other three advertising
corporations, i.e. BAC, SAC, and GAC. Other than the
finance and administration departments, TAC has an
export advertising department, an import advertising
department, a comprehensive business department
(which handles local clients) and a creative
department. TAC's scope of business includes:
1. Conducting market researches, collecting
information and providing consultancy services.
2. Designing full advertising projects in China for
overseas clients.
3. Designing and producing various advertising
materials and advertising aids.
4. Organizing on behalf of clients exhibitions of
different sizes and varieties at home and abroad.




Since this research dealt mainly with import
advertising, only topics concerning this issue were
explored in further detail.
i). Remuneration of Advertising Corporations
Local Advertising Corporations received their
remunerations in two ways:
- Media commission
Most media rebate 30% commission to the advertising
agencies (except CCTV, which rebate only 15%). This
30% was to be shared between the local Advertising
Corporation and the international agency on a 50/50
basis.
- Other charges to clients
Advertising Corporations charged their clients for
nearly all services other than media placement, and
these charges sometimes could be quite high.
ii). Services offered to import clients
There were basically two types of services, those
services offered to clients free of charge, and those
services offered at a cost.
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Free of charge services: media placement, general
market information when requested, media planning
consultation, clippings of press advertisement placed
through the corporation, recording of TV
advertisement on request.
Charged services: monitoring of competitors'
activities, all below the line promotional
activities, researches, and any other services not
specified above.
Working relationships with international advertising
agencies
All Chinese Advertising Corporations see themselves
as an indispensable partner of the International
Advertising Agencies due to their following strengths:
i). Knowledge of local market: all Advertising
Corporations claimed that their knowledge of the
local market and consumers is invaluable to all
foreign marketers and international advertising
agencies.
ii). Relationship with the media: Advertising Corporations
had been functioning as nothing but media brokers
until the early eighties. As a result, all of them
claimed to have close
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relationships with the media. These relationships
were seen as essential in China, as the supply of
media space and time is always short of demand.
Relationships with Government bodies: alliii).
Advertising corporations report directly or
indirectly to the Foreign Economic Relations and
Trade commission (i.e. COFRET, provincial office of
MOFERT), the government body which regulats all
import business in the province concerned.
Economy of operation: Chinese Advertisingiv).
Corporations believed that it would not be economical
for International Agencies to set up branch offices
to replace them in all the major cities. Without
their assistance, International Agencies could not
provide the services their clients demanded,
particularly with below the line activities.
On the other hand, the Chinese Advertising
Corporations believe International Agencies can complement
their services in the following ways:
1) Communication with clients: Chinese Advertising
Corporations recognize that particularly when English
is the main language and a lot of business jargon is
in use, International Agencies can help to bridge the
communication barrier between clients and the
Advertising Corporations.
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ii). Creativity: Advertising Corporations admit that there
is a lack of properly trained creative professionals
in China, and the creative standard can not meet
clients' requirements for the time being.
Production: the lack of good production facilitiesiii)
in China result in the Advertising Corporations'
dependence on International Advertising Agencies for
production of good quality commercials.
Legal aspects of advertising in China
The General Administration for Industry and Commerce
(GAIL) and its subordinate organizations were appointed to
supervise advertising in China. Based on the promulgated
Provisional Regulations Concerning the Supervision of
Advertisements announced in 1982, GAIC issued a set of
advertising regulations. These regulations, believed
designed more to supervise domestic advertising, ban
advertisement that are "contrary to state policies, laws
and decrees, harmful to the dignity of China's various
nationalities, reactionary, obscene, crude, or
superstitious, propaganda of a slanderous nature, or
contrary to regulations on state secrets".
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Since no definitions or specific examples were given
for any of the above, the regulations were seen more as
guidelines, leaving plenty of room for advertisers'
creativity. However, regulations on cigarette
advertisements are much more precise. Cigarettes, cigarette
packages, or pictures of people smoking are not allowed to
be shown in any mass media, except those seen almost
exclusively by the foreign community, i.e. light boxes in
joint venture hotels.
As GAIC was left with the right to interpret the
regulations on a case by case basis, relationships between
the marketers or their advertising representative and the
GAIC subordinate office played an important role in the
interpretation process. Even in the case of cigarette
advertising where explicit restrictions were announced,
mass media (out door) advertisements were still seen in
Guangzhou.
The Chinese Advertising Corporations, however, paid
more attention to regulations which would affect their own
interests, for example, the regulations on agency
commission rebates, on media placement rights, on payment,
etc., and they sometimes interpret the vague regulations to
their benefit and would even threates their clients to
follow their interpretations to avoid getting into trouble.
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International Brand Consumer Products Advertisers
Four reputable international brand consumer products
advertisers were selected for the project. They are
actively involved and committed to the China market. Each
one is a firm believer in advertising as an investment,
each one had a reasonable advertising budget for the China
market every year. They represent a cross spectrum of the
US and European capital at varying degrees of development
in the China market, ranging from having already eight
plants in operation at time of interview (Coca Cola Ltd.)
to every single piece of product being imported with
foreign exchange (Nestle China Ltd.).
Lever tirotners unina Lta.
Person interviewed: Mr Andrew Tsang, former Marketing
Manager of Detergents
Company Background: Lever Brothers China Ltd. is the
operating company of Unilever Ltd. in Hong Kong. Unilever
is an Anglo-Dutch corporation specialising in marketing of
fast moving consumer products. It is the biggest consumer
product company in the world. It is geographically widely
spread with 195 offices in 75 countries. The office in
Hong Kong was established in 1948. It is responsible for
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sales and marketing in Hong Kong, Macau, and China. In
1987, a joint venture was established in Shanghai. It is
called Shanghai Lever and manufactures and sells Lux toilet
soap in China.
Organization and set-up: LBC adopted a functional
management approach, i.e. product management groups are
responsible for the planning, implementation, and control
of the marketing plans of the products concerned. There
are three product management groups within the company,
namely the foods division, the personal care products
division, and the detergent division. The Company has
successfully established three brands in China. They are
Lux toilet soap. Ponds nourishing cream and Impluse body
spray. The latter two products are exported to China
whilst Lux toilet soap is both exported to China and
supplied locally by Shanghai Lever. Because the supply of
Lux from Shanghai Lever can not satisfy the demand of the
whole country. However, for ease of control, marketing
activities are all handled through the Hong Kong office by
the respective product marketing groups. For Lux, the
marketing support activities are jointly funded by both the
Hong Kong office and Shanghai Lever.
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Advertising Agency arrangement: LBC appointed JWT China to
be its advertising agency for Lux soap in China, 0 & M
China for Ponds and Interpublic China for Impulse. The
choice of agencies is based on two factors: international
agency alignment and the capabilities of the agency in
handling advertising in China. The agencies then worked
with local advertising corporations when necessary. For
Lux soap, which is a joint venture product made in China,
the company can pay "joint venture advertising rates" which
are around one third of the import product rates. In major
cities such as Guangzhou, Shanghai, Beijing, JWT placed the
media through the respective advertising corporation who
received 10% commission in RMB.
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Nestle China Ltd.
Person interviewed: Mr Amos Tin, Senior Product Manager
Company Background: NCL is the biggest food manufacturer in
the world with 1988 annual turnover exceeding forty billion
S.Fr., head office situated in Vevey, Switzerland.
The NCL Hong Kong office is responsible for marketing
and sales of its products in Hong Kong, Macau, and China.
The company set up its China division in 1983, and by end
1988, the China division employed more than 50 people and
operated a liaison office in Guangzhou. The company signed
its first Chinese joint venture manufacturing contract in
1986, and the second contract in 1988. Production of the
first joint venture is expected to start by end 1989, until
then, every single piece of product sold in China will be
imported.
Organization and set up: the product management groups of
the PRC division are responsible for formation of the
marketing plans, and once the plans are approved, the
product management groups have to implement and control the
plans. The product management groups are assisted by the
marketing services department in the implementation process
in the areas of advertising, promotion, and market
research.
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Strengths and weaknesses of the set up:
i). Strengths:
- good communication between agency and the company
- in-house expertise in evaluation of agency proposals
- in-house quality control on production of advertising
and promotional material.
- in-house expertise about advertising and promotion in
the China market.
- in-house consultancy service for self-organised
below-the-line promotional jobs.
- provide back up when joint ventures in China start to
operate, at which time only RMB advertising fund will
be available, which the international agencies may no
longer be interested in while the local advertising
corporations would not be capable of offering full
agency services.
ii). Weaknesses:
- created an additional level at the client side for
the agency
- some overlap in responsibility between product
management and marketing services staff.
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At time of interview, the set up was believed to suit
the situation given the high uncertainty in the development
of the Chinese advertising industry, imperfect and
inconsistent agency services due to high agency staff
turnover, and the importance of below-the- line activities
in the marketing mix in the China market.
Agency arrangement: the company appointed JWT China as its
agency for all products in China, and instructed JWT to
place all advertising through the four major advertising
corporations, i.e. the Guangzhou Advertising Corporation,
the Shanghai Advertising Corporation, the Beijing
Advertising Corporation, and the Tianjin Advertising
Corporation, in Guangzhou, Shanghai, Beijing, and Tianjin
respectively. The purpose of such an arrangement is to try
to utilise the strength of both the international agencies
(in planning national campaigns, creativity, and
production), and the local advertising corporations, (good
relationships with the media, man power, knowledge of the
consumer and the market) to cover each other's weaknesses.
The company gave JWT a free hand to decide whether to go
though a local advertising agency or to go direct to the
media when placing media in cities other than the four
mentioned above.
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Coca Cola Ltd. (CCL)
Person interviewed: Mr Steve Tong, China Marketing
Manager
Company Background: CCL is the biggest soft drink
manufacturer in the world, with its head office in the USA
and a regional head office in Hong Kong. CCL China is
responsible for sales and marketing of Coca Cola soft
drinks in the China Market.
CCL China imports and supplies syrup to eight
bottling plants in various regions in China. All of these
bottling plants are Chinese capital factories and
franchisees of Coca Cola, they buy syrup from Coca'Cola,
and agree to spend a certain sum of money every year to
advertise the brand.
The Coca Cola bottlers in China face the same major
"problem" as many other reputable foreign joint venture
factories, in'that they can never produce enough to satisfy
consumer demand. As a result, Coca Cola assigns a
different role for advertising: to build long term consumer
franchise and brand image. In fact, at one time, the
Chinese government "advised" CCL to stop all media
advertising, hoping to depress demand for the product so
.that the general public would not feel that the economy was
facing a scarcity of supply.
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At time of interview, CCL had failed to pursuade the major
media in China that the soft drinks coming out of the local
bottlers were locally produced. The media argued that the
bottlers were just "repacking" the imported bulk pack syrul
and refused to grant Coca Cola's advertising the local or
joint venture preferential treatment and insisted import
product treatment of the brand's advertising. CCL did not
expect the situation to change until its first syrup
factory starts operation in 1989.
Organizational structure and set up: the company adopted a
geographical organization structure. Area marketing
managers were appointed to look after sales of syrup and
marketing in designated regions of the market. Since the
advertising fund was generated from the bottling plants,
these plants had a lot of autonomy in allocation of the
fund. The marketing managers of CCL acted mainly as
consultants and coordinators to the bottlers, who planned
their own advertising campaigns. Each individual bottler
was left to make contact directly with the media to place
advertisement with RMB. All advertising materials used in
China were international materials supplied by CCL.
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Strengths and weaknesses of the set up:
i). Strengths:
given the market situation and the lack of control
over the bottlers, the "regional marketing
coordinator" set-up was believed to be the most
appropriate arrangement
the set up, which had not involved international
advertising agencies, did not require foreign
exchange to be spent on advertising
the set up allowed maximum flexibility for each
individual bottler to do the best advertising and
promotion possible at the cities concerned
since all materials were provided by CCL, consistency
of brand image was guaranteed
ii). Weaknesses:
advertising campaigns will be difficult to organize
and execute.
absence of brand advertising from major media for too
long may open the door for competitors to attack
need to persuade bottlers to continue to invest money
in advertising even when supply is less than demand
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Gillette Company Ltd.
Person interviewed: Mr Jason Koh, Manager, China Trade
Division
Company Background: Gillette is an U.S. based company
founded in 1901. It is engaged in the development,
manufacture and sale of personal care products. Gillette
is particularly strong in razor blades, writing
instruments, as well as toiletries.
Although Gillette has a joint venture in Shenyang,
Northern China, the China division of the company in Hong
Kong has nothing to do with the locally produced Rhino
brand razor blades. The five man strong China division
looks after marketing and sales of imported products only.
Organization and set up: the five man China trade team,
which consists of a manager, two sales people, a secretary,
and a newly recruited marketing executive, looks after all
Gillette's imports into China. Due to the relatively small
turnover and limited product range launched into China at
the time of writing, the small team was found to be
sufficient. However, the rapid improvement in sales has
put the team under enormous pressure and the team was
expected to undergo drastic structural changes in the near
.future.
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Gillette placed all advertising through their
regional distributors in China. The sales executives, who
maintained usual contact with the regional distributors,
gave guidelines on when and where to place advertisements,
and the distributors executed their instructions. All
advertising materials were provided free of charge by the
Company. The distributor might make slight changes to the
advertising materials to make the advertisement looked like
the distributor's own advertisement so that it could be
aired at local rates. The form of reimbursing the
distributors was subject to negotiations, for example, the
reimbursement could be in hard currency at a special
exchange rate, in RMB, or even in kind.
Strengths and weaknesses of the set up:
i). strength:
this set up offers the most cost efficient
advertising opportunities for the brand
the set up requires minimum supervision from the
brand owner, thus reduces operating costs
the set up requires high involvement from the
distributors, and the distributors can plan their
sales activities according to the advertising
schedule, or vice versa.
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ii). Weaknesses:
- since all advertising has to look like distributors'
advertising, this may hinder brand building in the
long run
- distributors were given the right to alter the
contents of the advertising, unprofessional
alterations may have a negative impact on brand image
such a placement method will not be possible when the
brand is built up, because at that stage the media
will request payment of all brand related advertising
in foreign currency at the usual import product
rates.
It is becoming obvious that both the advertisers and
the media are putting immense pressure on the profit
margins of the international agencies and the local
advertising corporations and the two agency-level system.
The international agencies and the local advertising
corporations have to compete to survive.
While the international advertising agencies have an
edge over the local advertising corporations in planning
advertising campaigns, organizing promotional functions,
creative concept developments, account servicing, and
advertising production supervision, they have to rely a lot
on the local advertising corporations regarding execution
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of their plans. Most international agencies find the local
advertising corporations an economical and low risk
alternative to setting up branch operations in China, in
particular when the client base is still small and somewhat
unstable. In order to improve the efficiency of the
operation, the international agencies must train up the
staff of the local Chinese counter parts, which will speed
up the narrowing down of technical competence gap, and
reduce the cutting edge of the international advertising
agencies.
The local advertising corporations recognise that
their position is getting more vulnerable as the central
government becomes more open to the western business
philosophy of free competition, and there are less
restrictions for foreign business to operate in China. On
the other hand, the local media, who used to rely solely on
the local advertising corporations to bridge with the
foreign marketers, have started to look for better
alternative for higher profit margins. As a result, most
local advertising corporations are trying to improve their
competitive position by working with the international
agencies in order to learn the more advance techniques in
advertising, while preparing a fall back position at the
same time by diversifying into other related or unrelated
business.
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There is no 'optimal' advertising arrangement for
foreign marketers in China, mainly because the marketers
fall into different segment on the spectrum of stage of
development. At one extreme of the spectrum are those
marketers who are still skeptical about the political and
economic environment in China and remain cautious on
investing in the market. At the other extreme are those
companies so enthusiastic and excited with the one billion
population and try to get hold of every investment
opportunity. This basic attitude difference amongst the
advertisers, couple with other elements such as
availability of foreign exchange, corporation policy with
regard to advertising control, scope of penetration of
products into various regions in China, have resulted in
the different set-ups of advertising arrangement. Each
advertiser interviewed has selected the arrangement best
suited its objectives and constraints.
It is anticipated that the advertising industry will
continue to undergo vigorous changes before stabilizing.





International Marketers' China Advertising Operation
We have looked at the various set-up and arrangement
with regard to advertising in China. We shall now focus
ourselves on the international marketers again to see how
foreign advertisers can take the best advantage of the
current system, and how to assign different roles to the
international agencies versus the local advertising
corporations in order to attain the highest efficiency
possible.
When international agencies can be heavily involved,
the following arrangements can best ultlise the strengths
of both the international agencies and the local
advertising corporations, and have their weaknesses fully
covered:
i). International agencies shall be responsible for
helping to formulate national advertising and
promotion plans
creative proposals
- production of advertisement and advertising material
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negotiation with media for special package/
programme rates
proposing media plans and selection of programme
which the advertisement should sponsor into.
ii). Local advertising corporations shall mainly be used
for:
Media placement
- providing manpower for large scale below-the-line
activities (such as lucky draw, sweep stacks etc.)
providing advice on choice of words on
advertisements, particularly on the local people's
connotation of certain words/phrases
The local advertising corporations should not ne
involved in the planning process because:
i). the local advertising corporations can not help in
planning national campaigns, each one is localised in
operation and knows little about the other cities
ii). the local advertising corporations are poor in
creative and production supervision
iii). there is no exclusive agreement between the company
and the advertising corporations, which means, the
advertising corporation can be working for the
competitors at the same time
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iv). there is no confidentiality or secrecy in China,
exposing confidential information to the local
advertising corporations can be dangerous
When foreign exchange cannot be available in
sufficient amount but local currency, i.e.RMB, is available
for advertising and promoting the brand, international
agencies involvement has to be reduced in order to save
foreign exchange spendings. Marketers can adopt one of the
following set-ups (this happened when most products locally
manufactured by the joint venture factories were sold at
RMB without making sufficient foreign exchange to finance
the advertising campaigns):
i). The in-house advertising department can take up most
of the media planning, placement, negotiation work,
while the creative and production job will be
assigned to the international agencies or production
houses in Hong Kong on a project basis, or else they
can utilise advertising material from other other
countries.
ii). The international agency who handles the brand in
Hong Kong is kept in a consultant role. Most of the
media can be placed and planned by the joint venture
in China or through local advertising corporations
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iii). let each joint venture factory or distributor in
China handles its own advertising planning and
placement but provide all advertising materials
needed.
iv). international agency handles advertising planning and
placement of media. The advertiser pays the media
cost in RMB but pays the agency commission in Hong
Kong Dollars (or even in RMB if the client can
persuade the agency to accept it). However, it can
only happen when the advertisers' products are
produced locally through joint ventures.
The alternatives are by no mean exhausive, but only
represent a varying degree of centralization and
advertising control policy which differ from company to
company.
As foreign marketers set up more and more joint
venture factories in China, foreign exchange availability
is becoming an important issue in the advertising
industry. The international agencies have to find a way to
bill their clients at local currency, or else, they will be
forced out of the market.
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Future Development of the China Advertising Industry
China is a special place with regard to advertising,
not only because major media in China operate under two
official rate cards (in fact most of the time, advertising
rates are negotiable) for local marketers (including
capital joint venture marketers) and import marketers, but
also because most major media have set up a two level
commission for import advertising, i.e. fifteen percent for
the international advertising agencies, and fifteen percent
for the local advertising corporations respectively.
As the China market becomes more and more open,
conflicts amongst the parties will become intensified.
Major local media no longer find the need to depend on
local advertising corporations to act as brokers, local
advertising corporations see no need to rely on
international advertising agencies to communicate with
marketers, international agencies have established direct
relationships with media, and marketers have found paying
double commission for a single job unreasonable.
It is already observed that some media have set up an
advertising section which is approved by the Industry
and Trade Administration Bureau to deal directly with
foreign corporations. These media advertising sections
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have bypassed the local advertising corporations and
started contacting foreign marketers and international
agencies, hoping to retain at least part of the local
advertising corporation's fifteen percent. On the other
hand, both the international advertising agencies and the
local advertising corporations understand very clearly that
they cannot co-exist in the long run, and one of them will
have to be forced out by the marketer and the media. As a
result, some of them are planning actively for the future.
So far, the following developments have been observed:
Locai aavertising corporations:
i). Improve relationship with major media: the local
advertising corporations know very well that they
need the support of media in the battle.
ii). Set up branch operations in major cities, or form
associate companies with advertising corporations in
major markets: the advertising corporations
understand that they need to offer national
advertising services to their clients to gain credits
from the clients.
iii).Improve quality of staff: the advertising
corporations see the importance of high quality staff
in this service industry, and are sending their key
personnel overseas for intensive and extensive
training.
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iv). Diversification: It is noted that some advertising
corporations have started to diversify into other
related, or sometimes unrelated, fields (e.g.
diversifying into printing and trading). This move
may be pessimistic, but practical.
International aavertising agencies:
i). Setting up of joint ventures: although the first
joint venture advertising agency in China has not
been considered successful and, in fact, the Chinese
government has rejected several advertising joint
venture proposals as a result, the international
advertising agencies still see joint venture as the
best way of breaking into the China advertising
industry and therefore continue to look for potential
partners.
ii). Setting up of branch operation in major markets in
China: although operating a hundred percent foreign
owned office in China is extremely expansive, several
international advertising agencies still consider
this as a worthwhile investment in fulfilling
clients' requirements, in understanding the local
market, as well as in building closer relationship
with major media.
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It is clear that both parties are trying to win the
client, and who wins the client at the end wins the
battle. The pace of the advertising industry's development
depends on the rate of the marketers' penetration in the
market.
This is particularly true for the international
advertising agencies who learn from the DYR lesson, that
without a sufficient international client base, it'will be
extremely difficult to be successful in China.
The authors believe that the China advertising
industry will go through vigorous changes and development
in the next few years. The media will become more
sophisticated, the local advertising corporations will
become more professional, and the international agencies
will improve their understanding of the local market. Most
important of all, the local consumers will become more
demanding as they are exposed to more and more high quality
communication messages on mass media.
Although marketers require services form both the
international agencies and the local advertising
corporations for the time being, the authors predict that
the two agency-level system will break down. Either the
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international agencies merge with the local advertising
corporations to become one level, or one of them will be
forced out. Most international agencies now has a slight
edge over the local advertising corporations. If the
central government's policy remains open in the next few
years, international agencies will have a better chance
dominating the China advertising industry.
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Some Guidelines to lnzernazional brand
Consumer Products Advertisers
The fact that China is one of the biggest markets in
the world is undeniable. This market is too important to
be overlooked. Advertising, although still at-its
primitive stage in China, is the single most important
marketing element in building consumer franchise, and in
establishing a long term, firm foothold for the product.
Advertising should be started as early as possible,
not only because one would need to pre-empt his
competitors, but also because one may need advertising to
help create the consumer demand pressure to ease the
stringent import controls of the Chinese government.
Chinese consumers place a lot of emphasis on first
impressions. It is therefore important that a professional
image be portrayed right from the beginning through
advertising.' All advertising material should be
professionally designed and produced with high quality.
However, moral standards are extremely high, and any overt
manifestation of modern, western liberal attitudes is
likely to cause offense.
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There is no one particular advertising set-up which
can be considered the best for foreign advertisers. Each
advertiser must evaluate his own strengths and weaknesses
to formulate an optimal set up which can best suit the
company's requirements.
The marketer may decide to deal directly with the
media through his Chinese distributors to save advertising
costs, while taking the risk of loosing control as well as
jeopardizing the company image. Alternatively, the
marketer may want to work with the local advertising
corporations to cut foreign exchange spending or to enhance
relations through the local advertising corporations with
the MOFERT officials. The marketer can also assign all the
advertising planning and execution responsibility to an
international advertising agency, in which case, the
advertiser will have to pay most of the advertising bills
in foreign exchange.
Most marketers prefer to see the professional
international advertising agencies working closely with the
well-connected local advertising corporations to obtain the
best milage from the advertising dollar.
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APPENDIX 1
NEW CHINESE REGULATIONS ON ADVERTISEMENTS
1116.)UiLUlil/UII6111 (Gl.I1l1f' j11VIIIL1IhIIU.UtI IL. I I.G, IIIUIIVII mitred by relevant regulations of the state.
on advertisement control. The text of the regulations Article 8. The printing, broadcasting, installation or
follows: posting of advertisements with any one of the following
contents is not allowed:Article 1. These regulations are aimed at tightening
(1) Anythingin violation of China's laws or regula-control over and advancing the advertising industry,
tionsand effectively using the industry to serve the cause of
(2) Anything damagingChinese national dignitysocialist construction.
(3) Anything with the Chinese national flag,
Article 2. These regulations apply to all advertisements
emblem, symbol or anthem
or billboards printed, broadcast, or posted in the PRC (4) Anything reactionary, obscene, superstitious
by meansof newspapers, radio and television broad-
or absurd
casting, motion pictures, road signs, showcases,printed (5) Anything dishonest or deceptive
materials, neonlights, etc. (6) Anything attempting to belittle other similar
Article 3. The contents of all advertisements must be
products.
true, salubrious, clear and understandable. The use of
Article 9. Public mediaunits should use a distinct sym-
any advertisement to cheat consumersin any way is not
bol whenputting up an advertisement. Their advertise-
allowed.
mentsmustnot be printed or broadcast in a journalistic
Article 4. Monopolisation and inappropriate competition mannerfor a fee. Journalists are not allowed to'solicit
are not allowed in the advertising industry. advertisements in the nameof newscoverage.
Article 5. The state administration for industry and Article 10. Radio stations, television stations and news-
commerceand local administrations for industry and papers are prohibited from carrying cigarette advertise-
commerceat various levels are responsible for over- ments. Wines with famous brand-names that have won
seeing advertising.
awards at state, ministry or provincial levels mayput
Article 6. Units and private business operators engaged up advertisements with the approval from the con-
in the advertising industry (henceforth referred to as cerned administration for industry and commerce.
advertising industry operators) should apply to the con- Article 11. Applications for printing, broadcasting, in-
cerned administration for industry and commercefor stalling or posting the following advertisements should
appropriate business approval and registration according have the appropriate proof attached:
to relevant stipulations contained in the regulations: (1) Advertisementswith quality standard specifi-
(1) Enterprises exclusively engagedin advertising cations should be submitted for approval by a standar-
should be issued a business licence for enterprise cor- disation departmentat or abovethe provincial city level,
porate legal identity. or submitted' for verification by a certified quality in-
(2) Institutions branching out to advertising spection organ.
should be issued a permit for advertising. (2) Advertisements of award-winning commodities
(3) Private business operators capable of con- should be accompaniedby the latest award-certificate orducting advertising business should be issued a business
certificates issuedin pest years. Gradesof awardsandissuing
licence. departmentshouldalso be specified in the advertisements.
(4) Enterprises branching out to advertising (3) Advertisements of commoditieswith the title
shouldapply for an alteration of their businessareas. of good-quality products should be accompanied by
Article 7. The contents of advertisements submitted for certificates to this effect issued by a governmental
printing, broadcasting, installation or posting should department. The name of the issuing department and
date of issue shouldalso be specified in the advertisement.be within the business areas of the advertisers or per-
SOURCE: OGILVY MATHER, ADVERTISING IN CHINA
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NEW CHINESE REGULATIONS ON ADVERTISEMENTS
(4) Advertisements of patented products should Article 17. Whenaccepting an advertising request, ad-
vertising businessoperators andadvertisers shouldsign anhavecertificates of patent attached.
(5) Advertisements of products with registered agreementclearly specifying the obligations of eachside.
trademarks should have trademark registration certifi- Article 18. In the event these regulations are violated,
cates attached. one or more of the following penalties are to be im-
(6) Advertisementsof products madeunder special posedon advertisers or advertising businessoperators by
licences should have such licences attached. the local administration for industry and commerce,
(7) Advertisements concerning cultural, educa- accordingto the seriousnessof the case:
tional or public health activities should be submitted to (1) Terminate the advertisement
a higher-level administrative organ for approval. (2) Order for corrections to be madein public(8) Advertisements of other categories that need (3) Report the criticism
to be certified shouldbe submittedfor certification to a (4) Confiscate the illegal income
responsible governmentdepartment or a unit authorised (5) Fine
by the department. (6) Suspend the business in order to improve
Article 12. In accepting an advertising request, adver- management
tising agencies should examine the contents of the (7) Revoke the business licence or advertising
advertisement and ensure that they are true. Advertise- business permit.
ments in violation of these regulations must not be Violations of these regulations which constitute
criminal offences are to be investigated for criminal lia-printed, broadcast, installed or posted.
bility by a judicial department.Article 13. The installation and posting of outdoor
advertisements should be planned by departments respon- Article 19. Advertisers and advertising businessoperators
sible for the administration of industry and commerce, whorefuse to accept the penalty decision of a department
of industry and commercemay request reconsiderationurban construction, environmental protection and public
by a higher-level department of industry and commercesecurity, under the supervision of the local government.
The local administration for industry and commerceis within 15 days from the receipt of a penalty notice. Those
whostill refuse to accept the decision basedon reconsider-responsible for overseeing the installation and posting.
Advertisements must not be installed or posted in re- ation maybring the case to a people's court within 30
days from the receipt of the decision of reconsideration.stricted areas around government organs, protected
areasof cultural value, or other areaswherethe installation Article 20. Advertisers or advertising businessoperators,
and posting of advertisements are prohibited. whoseviolations of these regulations result in consumers'
Article 14. Advertising fees are to be decided by adver- losses or infringement of consumers'rights, are obliged
tising agencies and reported for the record to the local to make compensation.
administration for industry and commerce and the Victims in a case involving compensation for
price control office. damages may request a department of industry and
commerceat or above county level to handle the case.Article 15. Advertising agency fees are to be decided
Parties concerned whorefuse to accept the decision ofjointly by the state administation for industry and com-
a department of industry and commercemay bring themerceand the state administration of commodityprices.
case to a people's court. Victims in a case mayalso takeFees for outdoor advertising sites and use of
the casedirectly to a people's court.buildings are to be decided jointly by the local adminis-
tation for industry and commerce, the department of Article 21. These regulations are to be interpreted by
commodity prices, and the department of urban con- the state administration for Industry and commerce.
struction, and reported for the record to the local Detailed regulations for the enforcementof these regula-
tions are also to be drawnup by the sameadministration.government.
Article 16. Advertising business operators must set up Article 22. These regulations comeinto effect on 1st
an advertising accountsystemaccording to relevant state December1987. The provisional regulations on adver-
regulations. They must pay taxes and subject themselves tisement control promulgated by the State Council on
to the supervision and inspection of local departments 6th February 1982 are invalidated on the sameday.
of finance, auditing and industry and commerce.
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STRl1CTURE OF ADVERTISING ORGANIZATIONS IN CHINA
Ministry of CommerceMinistry Foreign Trade and Economic Relations











+ 74 others affiliates45 others
Ministry of TV & RadioMinistry of Propaganda
Local radio & TV stationsChina CentralNewspaper advertisingXinhua Global Advertising
eg. Peking TV,TelevisiondepartmentsCorporation Shanghai TV(CCTV)
Magazine advertising
departments
SOURCE: ASIAN ADVERTISING & MARKETING
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Mitsubishi Heavy Industry US$0.31m
Kodak US$0.30m
Ricoh US$0.30m




MEDIA PENETRATION AMONG KEY CITIES
BEIJING SHANGHAI TIANJIN GUANGZHOU SHANYANG GHENGOU
% % % % % %MEDIA
TV
87 79 79 91 85 69YESTERDAY
95 95 95 96 95 91PAST 7 DAYS
NEWSPAPER
87 86 73 82 62 57YESTERDAY
93 92 85 89 81 77PAST 7 DAYS
MAGAZINE
80 65 79 62 55 54PAST MONTH
86 73 81 70 73 63PAST 6 MONT
RADIO
63 76 72 84 82 34YESTERDAY
72 91 89 85 84 58PAST 7 DAYS
CINEMA
21 23 16 9 21 20PAST 7 DAYS
43 50 43 23 49 40PAST MONTH
SOURCE: BEIJING- SRH CHINA OMNIBUS 1986
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